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Abstract
Utilizing a radical-nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction, a novel bisterpyridine compound containing a high degree of conjugation was synthesized. This
compound was then used along with a series of transition metal compounds to create a
series of coordination polymers. The metals used in this series were iron, resulting in a
deep purple compound; nickel, resulting in a pale yellow compound; zinc, resulting in a
slightly pink, off white compound; cobalt, resulting in a vibrant turquoise compound;
copper, resulting in a dark pastel green compound; and ruthenium, resulting in a dark red
compound.
The iron coordination polymer was characterized using NMR spectroscopy, and
was estimated to possess a molecular weight just under 40,000 g/mol using viscometric
analysis. Conductivity measurements were performed on the iron polymer, the results of
which unfortunately showed no conductivity.

The thermal properties of the iron

coordination polymer were also examined, and using TGA it was found to undergo two
major decompositions at approximately 460 °C and 485 °C losing 11.27% and 55.04%
mass respectively. It was also observed to undergo a glass transition at -37.86 °C.
The full polymer series was examined using NMR spectroscopy, and several of
the compounds were also examined using EPR spectroscopy. Several of the polymers
were investigated using fluorescence spectroscopy, and the zinc polymer displayed an
unexpected fluorescence enhancement of nearly five times over the uncoordinated
monomer. Quantum yield experiments determined that this polymer has a quantum yield
of 0.33%.
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1 – Introduction

Materials chemistry is a constantly expanding field, and new compounds are
continuously being created for a vast range of applications. One exciting branch of this
field is that of coordination polymers, with a myriad of potential applications in fields
ranging from biomedical to light capture.1,2 While coordination polymers themselves
have a wide range of interesting properties and useful applications, the choice of
appropriate organic monomers allows for the addition of conducting properties, with the
coordination polymers now acting as molecular wires.

1.1 – Coordination Polymers
1.1.1 – History
The study of coordination polymers is a relatively new field of chemistry, being
less than a century old, with the beginning of its rise in popularity not occurring until the
1950s. The earliest known synthetically produced coordination polymer is Prussian blue,
with its synthesis first being reported by Stahl in 17313, although its structure and identity
as a coordination polymer was not known until the advent of x-ray crystallography.4 This
compound has the molecular formula Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 · xH2O and exists in a three
dimensional lattice consisting of ferricyanide ions coordinating to Fe II metal centres, as
can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – Ferricyanide ion (left) and structure of Prussian blue including
potassium counterions5 (right).

Two of the earliest intentionally synthesized coordination polymers were silver
cyanide, reported in 1935 by West,6 and nickel rubeanate, reported in 1944 by Jensen,7
both of which can be seen in Figure 2. The first big boom in coordination polymer
research occurred during World War II, funded by the US Air Force with the intention of
producing highly thermally stable polymers for use in aerospace applications.
Unfortunately this result was never achieved, with most of the polymers being less stable
than the monomeric coordination compounds.8 Interest in coordination polymers fell off

Figure 2 – Silver cyanide (left) and nickel rubeanate (right).
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after this, largely due to the difficulty in characterizing these compounds. However, the
preparation of ferrocene by Kealy and Paulson in 1951,9 followed by its structural
determination by Wilkinson in 1952,10 once again sparked interest in coordination
polymers, with research truly taking off in the 1970s.
Some of the earliest work in the design of coordination polymers actually belongs
to the related field of crystal engineering. The design of supramolecular structures based
on the consideration of the geometry and topology of the component molecules was
pioneered by A.F. Wells in the 1970s. Wells reduced supramolecular structures to a
system of points with specific and known geometries that were then joined to a certain
number of other points with specific and known geometries. These connected points of
known geometries could then be used to mathematically calculate the overall
superstructure.11,12
Parallels between this approach to crystal engineering and the design of
coordination polymers can easily be drawn, but it was not until the 1990s that the idea
was extended to this field by R. Robson.13 While Wells looked at the problem as a series
of inorganic points, Robson adapted the approach to include the combination of inorganic
“nodes” and organic “spacers.” This approach is the basis for the modern approach to
coordination polymer design and led to an explosion of research in the field in the
following years.
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1.1.2 – Characteristics of Coordination Polymers
There is some disagreement14-16 over the exact details of such a definition, but a
coordination polymer can generally be defined as “a coordination compound with
repeating coordination entities extending in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions.”16 These “repeating
coordination entities” can vary quite significantly in their makeup, and as a result
coordination polymers can be divided into several types based on these coordination
entities. These types are: (1) polymerized ligands already coordinated to metals, (2)
ligands already in a polymer chain coordinated to metals, and (3) coordination complexes
of ligands and metals forming the polymer backbone.17 The work in this thesis focuses on
the third type of coordination polymer, with repeating organic subunits coordinated to
metal centres forming the polymer backbone.
One important characteristic of coordination polymers is dimensionality, the
ability to exist in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions based upon the coordination number of the metal
centres and the denticity of the ligands. For example, the silver cyanide and nickel
rubeanate polymers, as can be seen in Figure 2, extend in one dimension while Prussian
blue, as can be seen in Figure 1, extends in three dimensions. The dimensionality of a
coordination polymer determines the structure it will take. One dimensional coordination
polymers will form single chain polymers, two dimensional coordination polymers will
form molecular sheets similar in structure to graphene, and three dimensional
coordination polymers will form network metal organic frameworks, as can be seen in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Dimensionality of coordination polymers.

Coordination polymers possess a number of desirable properties including
thermal stability, conductivity, luminescence, porosity, and size- and shape-selective
catalytic ability.18,19 One of the most interesting properties of coordination polymers is
their high degree of tunability, which allow for them to be designed for specific
applications.

And because of their wide range of useful, tuneable properties,

coordination polymers have been adopted for a wide range of applications.
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1.1.3 – Applications of Coordination Polymers
Because of the vast array of different nodes and spacers that can be used, the
expansive range of coordination polymers that can be made is virtually only limited by
the imagination; and because of this wide range of possible structures and functionalities,
coordination polymers have potential applications in a similarly wide range of fields.
These include applications in the biomedical, storage, and catalytic fields, utilization for
their sensor and separation capabilities, creation of semiconducting materials, and
exploitation of their photophysical properties for use in luminescent and light capture
devices.20-23
The creation and study of higher dimensional coordination polymers has a high
degree of overlap with the field of metal organic frameworks, and as such these
coordination polymers share many of the same potential applications. Three dimensional
coordination polymers typically display highly porous behaviour, similar to zeolites, and
therefore many of their applications focus on the utilization of these pores.20,22 Through
the tuning of pore size and shape, coordination polymer networks can be designed to
store specific molecules. This includes use in the field of gas storage, an application for
which three dimensional coordination polymers has seen a tremendous amount of
attention.24,25 Inclusion of catalytic sites in these pores allows for size exclusive catalytic
activity, with the size of the pores determining the size or shape of compounds that are
able to approach the catalytic sites.21 Alternatively, molecules can be inserted into these
pores as a means to protect them. This allows for applications such as drug delivery of
unstable compounds.26

6

Three dimensional coordination polymers, along with two dimensional sheet
coordination polymers with appropriate functionalization, have potential for selective
separation applications. The coordination polymers can be tuned to selectively sequester
the desired molecule, either in the pores of three dimensional networks or via the
functionalization of lower dimensional polymers.27 Furthermore, these polymers can
simultaneously act as sensors to indicate the successful sequestration of the desired
compound.

This is due to the fact that coordination polymers contain a metal

coordination site, often with chromophore properties.

As a result, the successful

separation of the desired compound can affect a change in the chromophore properties
which will announce the presence of the desired compound, sometimes in means as
obvious as a colour change.28
The chromophore behaviour of the metal nodes or organic spacers in coordination
polymers also has other interesting photophysical applications. One of these is the
potential use in photovoltaic materials. For example, a rhenium containing coordination
polymer designed by Chan has shown potential for use in light harvesting.29 Similarly,
coordination polymers have a very high potential for the use in luminescent materials. In
the past few years, there have been several examples of these materials used for the
preparation of polymer light emitting diodes (PLED).30,31

1.1.4 – Molecular Wires
As mentioned previously, coordination polymers can exist in 1, 2, or 3
dimensions. Coordination polymers that exhibit conductive properties and exist in one
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dimension, either by possessing a low coordination number or the use of ligands with
high denticity, are often referred to as molecular wires.32
Nanowires were first predicted in 1959 by Richard Feynman33 as a solution to the
problem of miniaturization of computing devices, but it wasn’t until recently that
research on these substances has been feasible. The term “nanowires” describes a broad
range of materials including metallic or crystalline substances that exist in an elongated,
wire-like structure with diameters in the nanometer regime. Molecular wires exist as a
subset of this class of nanostructures.

Figure 4 – Carviologen used by Lehn et al.34

The term “molecular wire” was first used by the 1988 Nobel Prize winner JeanMarie Lehn to describe his use of carviologen as a “trans-membrane molecular wire.”34
Molecular wires are a distinct subgroup of nanowires as they, as the name implies, are
wires of molecular composition as opposed to the broader nanowire category which also
includes crystalline or metallic structures.35 While shorter molecular wires such as the
above carviologen exist, the majority of molecular wires are polymeric in nature,
consisting of chains of repeating subunits.

As nano and molecular wires’ original

intended use are in small scale electronics, one important feature of such materials is that
they are conductive.
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Perhaps the most attractive property of molecular wires is that it is easy to alter
their properties. The structure of specific molecular wires can be purpose designed and
their properties are highly tunable via simple main chain modifications or addition of side
chains.36-38

Conductivity is a property that must be present for a polymer to be

considered a molecular wire. While in nanowires this can be achieved simply by the
intrinsic metallic properties of metallic nanowires, conductivity is achieved in molecular
wires through the presence of extended conjugation. As a result, molecular wires exist
primarily as polymers with a high degree of conjugation.
As nanowires were originally envisaged as components used for the
miniaturization of computational devices, it should be no surprise that one of their main
intended uses is in nanoscale electronics. Along with the use in electronics of individual
“wires,” the molecular wires behaves similarly to conducting polymers in general, and as
such has many of the same applications.

1.2 – Conducting polymers
1.2.1 – History of Conducting Polymers
Polymers are mostly thought of as insulators, and in general, most are. However,
there are several classes of polymers that are able to conduct electricity, with the earliest
examples in usage nearly one hundred years ago.39
The earliest example of a polymer conducting electricity is the utilization of
conductively filled polymers to prevent corona discharge.39

A conductively filled

polymer is a nanocomposite comprised of a “traditional” insulating polymer that has
9

conducting materials added to the polymer matrix.

The next form of conducting

polymers discovered were charge transfer (CT) polymers discovered by Akumata in
1954.40 These compounds consist of interactions between electron acceptor and electron
donor species that facilitate charge transfer between the two and typically exist as very
brittle, mostly crystalline compounds.

The third type of conducting polymers are

ionically conducting polymers and were first reported by Wright in 1975.41

These

compounds are polymers that have ionically charged groups chemically bound to the
polymer chain, thus allowing for electrical conductivity.42
While these three groups of compounds are indeed polymers and are able to
conduct electricity, it can be argued that they may not truly deserve to be considered a
“conducting polymer.” The conductively filled and ionic polymers both rely on groups
added to the polymer for electrical conductivity, and CT polymers can be argued to be
more similar to crystalline materials.
The first example of a polymer conducting electricity through the polymer
backbone, a truly intrinsic conductive polymer, was the discovery of conductivity in
doped polyacetylene by MacDiarmid, Shirakawa, and Heeger in 1977.43 Following this
discovery, several other stable conducting polymers were quickly reported, including
polypyrrole, polyaniline, and polythiophene.44-46

Since then the field of conducting

polymers has expanded by a massive degree, and because of the significance of the
discovery and the influence it has had on this new, expanding field, MacDiarmid,
Shirakawa, and Heeger were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000.
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1.2.2 – Properties and Applications of Conducting Polymers
As the name implies, the most important property of a conducting polymer is
conductivity. Conductivity in polymers can be explained according to band theory, as
described by Harrison in 1979.47 According to band theory, the conductivity of these
polymers is a result of electronic structures, referred to as “bands”, and the movement of
electrons within these structures. These bands can be considered roughly analogous to
molecular orbitals in MO theory, with the highest occupied band being the valence band,
and the next, unoccupied band being the conductive band. The difference of energy, the
“distance,” between these two bands is the “band gap,” and it is this gap that determines

Figure 5 – Energy bands of various types of materials.48

a material’s conductivity. Metals are highly conductive due to the fact that they possess
partially filled energy bands. Semiconductors are materials that have a relatively small
band gap, allowing for the promotion of electrons into the conductive band, while the
band gap of insulators is large enough that this promotion is impossible.39,47
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While semiconductors have a band gap narrow enough to facilitate some degree
of conductivity, this may be increased by doping the conducting polymers. Conductive
polymer doping is the process by which a doping agent is added to either partially oxidize
or partially reduce the polymer. Oxidative doping, also known as p-type doping, involves
the removal of electrons from the valence band and reductive doping, also known as ntype doping, involves the addition of electrons to the conduction band. Both of these
forms of doping result in a change to the structure of the polymer’s bands, and as a result
increase the conductivity of the material.49
One of the most attractive properties of conducting polymers is their tunability.
Functional groups can be added to conducting polymers either before or after
polymerization, and can be selectively added to alter the properties of the polymer. For
example, many polymers are insoluble, but the addition of alkyl groups to the polymer
can cause it to be soluble in non-polar solvents, while the addition of ionic groups can
result in solubility in polar solvents. As the variety of functional groups is incredibly
vast, the ability to alter the properties of a conducting polymer is similarly vast.
Conducting polymers are an incredibly diverse class of compounds, and as such
they have applications in a wide range of fields. Because the conductivity of conducting
polymers is a result of the delocalization of electrons through an extended conjugation
system, many conducting polymers have interesting and useful optical properties. One
example of this is the use of conducting polymers in polymer light emitting diodes
(PLEDs). These materials were born from the discovery of electroluminescent properties
in poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) by Friend et al. in 1990.50 The addition of light
harvesting materials to conducting polymers also allows for their use as organic
12

photovoltaic materials, with the first example being reported by Heeger in 1995.51 These
are just a couple of examples of the applications of conducting polymers, and many more
exist, including usage in electronic and sensing devices, as well as corrosion protection
materials.39

1.3 – Terpyridine
1.3.1 – Structure and History of Terpyridine
Terpyridine is a molecule that consists of three joined pyridine rings, and while
there are many possible substitution patterns, the general term “terpyridine” almost
exclusively refers to 2,2`:6`,2``-terpyridine, the structure of which can be seen in Figure
6. Consequently, whenever used in this thesis, “terpyridine” refers to this compound or
its derivatives. As a result of the 2,2`:6`,2`` substitution pattern, terpyridine acts as a
tridentate chelating ligand, almost like a molecular “claw”, and forms stable coordination
complexes with many transition metals.

Figure 6 – The structure of 2,2`:6`,2``-terpyridine.
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Terpyridine was first synthesized by Morgan and Burstall in 1932, albeit entirely
by accident. Morgan and Burstall had been attempting, successfully, to produce large
quantities of 2,2`-bipyridine by direct dehydrogenation and isolated terpyridine as one of
20 by-products. Although they did little more with the terpyridine than identify it, they
noted its potential usefulness as a ligand for coordination complexes.52 It was not until
several years later that a higher yield, synthetic approach to terpyridine preparation was
reported, utilizing a Kröhnke condensation reaction.53 Interest in the use of terpyridine
for metal complexation saw a huge increase in the late 20th century as a result of the
strong, distorted octahedral coordination complexes it forms largely championed by
Constable54-57 and Schubert.58-60
Also as a result of the strong coordination complexes terpyridine forms with
transition metals it has seen use in coordination polymers, with some early examples
dating to the early 1990s.61,62 A significant amount of terpyridine’s application in
coordination polymers has been to attach metal complexes pendantly to a polymer chain,
often as chromophores.63,64 It has however also been used as the ligands in backbone
metal coordination polymers.65-67
1.4 – Characterization Techniques
1.4.1 – Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is one of the most useful
techniques in chemistry. While a great deal of information can be discovered using
NMR, the most commonly obtained is structural information about a compound. To
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provide in depth background and operational details on this form of spectroscopy would
be outside the scope of this thesis, and so a brief introduction will be presented.
NMR operates by exposing a compound to a strong magnetic field, which causes
the spin states of the nuclei to become non-degenerate, splitting into higher and lower
energy states. Whereas before there was an even population between these spin states,
there is now an increased population in the lower energy spin state. As a result of the
now present energy gap between spin states, nuclei can now absorb electromagnetic
radiation, for NMR in the radio wavelength region, and become excited to the higher
energy spin state, followed by a relaxation to the lower energy spin state.68
The frequency at which nuclei will absorb varies, and is a result of the electronic
environment of the nucleus. This shift in frequency is known as the chemical shift of the
nucleus and is reported in units of parts per million (ppm). Because this shift is caused
by the electronic environment of the nucleus, structural information about the region of
the molecule that the nucleus is in can be deduced. In 1H NMR, the integrated area under
the signal of a specific proton is dependent on the number of nuclei in identical electronic
environments. As a result, the integration of each signal in an NMR spectrum relative to
the other signals provides structural information.
Another piece of structural information that can be obtained via NMR
spectroscopy comes from the splitting patterns of signals caused by spin-spin coupling.
In this process, a nearby chemically bound nucleus will influence the frequency of
another nucleus, resulting in the splitting of the signal into a multiplet. In 1H NMR, this
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splitting provides information due to the fact that the multiplicity of the signal is directly
related to the number of nearby proton nuclei.68,69
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is an analogous technique
that looks at electrons instead of nuclei. While it also involves the use of a magnetic field
and electromagnetic radiation, it is instead the magnetic field that is varied while the
radiation, in the microwave region, is held constant. In EPR it is the electron’s magnetic
moment (ms) that is split in energy. As a set of paired electrons will occupy both of these
energy levels, an electron must be unpaired in order to absorb electromagnetic radiation
and be promoted into the higher energy level. As a result of this, only molecules with
unpaired electrons, such as radicals or transition metal complexes with an uneven number
of d-electrons, can be analysed using EPR.70
While EPR may be less useful than NMR for the structural elucidation of a
compound, it can provide important electronic information about the molecule. For
example, an electron’s g-factor is a result of the applied magnetic field as well as the
magnetic fields caused by nuclei in the compound, and can provide information about the
atomic or molecular orbital occupied by the electron. EPR is also an extremely effective
technique to detect the presence of radicals, and as such is often used in many scientific
fields.71,72
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1.4.2 – Thermal Analysis
When considering potential applications of a compound, information about the
compound’s thermal properties is very useful. The thermal stability of a compound is
very important for determining what applications it may be appropriate for, and can be
determined using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) is another technique for analyzing a compound’s thermal properties and can
determine properties such as phase transitions.
TGA is a relatively straightforward technique, and involves heating a sample and
measuring its mass during this process. This technique is designed to be sensitive to
minute changes in a sample’s mass, and as such a balance of high accuracy, typically
down to the microgram regime, is required. The TGA instrument will also consist of a
furnace that has a high degree of control over heating rate. The thermograms produced
via TGA will contain a plot of weight percentage as a function of temperature, and losses
of mass will correspond to decompositions of the sample being analysed.73
While thermogravimetric analysis covers a wide range of temperatures extending
up from room temperature, differential scanning calorimetry covers a wide range of
temperatures centred around room temperature. Because the temperature range the DSC
can observe extends far below 0°C, the system must either contain a powerful
refrigeration unit or utilize a cryogenic fluid such as liquid nitrogen. DSC operates by
examining the heat capacity of a compound, and does this by recording the amount of
heat required to increase the temperature of the compound as a function of temperature.
This rate will experience an abrupt change when the compound experiences a thermal
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event, which allows DSC to determine phase changes, such as melting or crystallization,
or other thermal properties such as the point of denaturation of proteins.
When examining a polymer, one of the most important thermal properties that can
be investigated using DSC is the polymer’s glass transition temperature.

A glass

transition point is the temperature at which a polymer transitions from one state to
another. Below this temperature a polymer will exist as a brittle, glassy material, and
above it the polymer will be amorphous and “rubbery.” Like thermal stability, this is an
important property to consider when determining appropriate polymers for a specific
application.74
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1.4.3 – Fluorescent Analysis

Figure 7 – The Jablonksi diagram.75

Photoluminescence occurs when a molecule in an excited electronic state relaxes
to its ground state. Fluorescence is one of the two methods through which this relaxation
can occur, along with phosphorescence. These processes are best described via the
Jablonski diagram, as pictured in Figure 7. The first step in this process is the absorption
of a photon. This causes excitation of an electron from the singlet ground energy state
(S0) to an excited energy level of the singlet excited energy state (S1). From this excited
state there are several pathways through which the molecule can relax to the ground
electronic energy level.
The first pathway is through an internal conversion, crossing back to a higher
vibrational level in the singlet ground state, after which the molecule can relax
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vibrationally (R2 in Figure 7), for example through collisions with other molecules. The
second pathway is intersystem crossing from the singlet excited energy state to an excited
vibrational level of the excited triplet electronic state. The molecule then undergoes
vibrational relaxation in this energy state before relaxing to the S0 ground energy level
through the phosphorescent emission of a photon (P in Figure 7). Fluorescence is the
final method of relaxation and involves vibrational relaxation in the S1 excited state
followed by a relaxation to the S0 ground state through the fluorescent release of a photon
(F in Figure 7).76
Fluorescence spectroscopy, or fluorimetry, is the spectroscopic technique that
measures fluorescent emissions. In it, an electron in a molecule is promoted to an excited
energy state through exposure to electromagnetic radiation, often in the ultraviolet or
visible range of the spectrum. The molecule is then allowed to relax to the ground energy
level, and the energy of the emitted photon is recorded. There are two main fluorescent
techniques, excitation fluorimetry and emission fluorimetry. In excitation fluorimetry, a
specific wavelength of fluorescent light is monitored while the molecule is exposed to a
range of light wavelengths. Conversely, in emission fluorimetry the molecule is excited
by a constant wavelength of light while the fluorescent emission over a range of
wavelengths is recorded.
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful technique in the field of chemistry. It
can be used to quantitatively analyse the presence of a specific analyte in solution, and
fluorescent detectors are often used in high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).
Fluorescence spectroscopy is also a useful tool in the analysis of organic compounds,
directly revealing information about the energy levels of compounds.77
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1.4.4 – Viscometry
One of the most defining properties of any polymeric material is the
molecular weight of the compound, often defined as the number average molecular
weight (Mn) or the weight average molecular weight (Mw). This property is essentially a
measurement of the length of the polymer, dependent on the number of repeating
subunits it is comprised of.

The ideal technique to determine this property is gel

permeation chromatography (GPC), a form of size exclusion chromatography that
separates compounds based on their sizes.
Unfortunately, compounds that possess a low solubility or contain cationic metal
moieties, both of which are present in the compounds described in this thesis, are either
impractical or impossible to analyse using GPC. Compounds must be in solution for
GPC to be run, so low solubility makes this difficult, and the presence of cationic metals
in the polymer will damage the GPC column. And so, with GPC unavailable, other
avenues must be pursued in order to examine the molecular weight of the polymers.
One of these alternative techniques, and the one chosen for use in this thesis, is
viscometry.

Viscometry measures the viscosity of a solution, and by comparing the

viscosity of an unknown compound with that of a model standard, the relative viscosity
can supply information about the unknown compound. Unlike GPC, viscometry cannot
supply highly precise quantitative results, but it can offer insight into the nature of the
material, suggesting a relative molecular weight and providing evidence that a compound
exists as a polymer as opposed to a series of oligomers.
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Figure 8 – Ostwald viscometer.

Several different types of viscometers exist, but the one used in this thesis was an
Ostwald viscometer, pictured in Figure 8. This type of viscometer consists of a glass
tube with a u-bend in it. One arm of the tube has a thin capillary running most of its
length, with a reservoir at the bottom and a second reservoir of specific volume at the top.
A solution of known concentration is placed in the lower reservoir through the arm
without the capillary, and is then drawn up through the capillary until the reservoir with a
specific volume is filled. The solution is then timed as it is allowed to flow through the
capillary, and the time taken to do so can be used to calculate the kinematic viscosity.
This viscosity is then compared with that of a model standard to infer information about
the compound. Perhaps most importantly, this technique can be used to determine a
polymer’s intrinsic viscosity, which can then be used to approximate the polymer’s
molecular weight by applying the Mark-Houwink equation:78
[𝜂] = 𝐾𝑀𝑎
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(1)

where [] is the intrinsic viscosity, M is the molecular weight of the polymer, and K and
a are variables related to the polymer-solvent system and the polymer’s flexibility
respectively.

1.4.5 – XRD and IR
Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) is a technique that uses a directed beam of xrays and measures the intensity of the diffraction of the beam off a sample through a
range of angles. As the name implies, powder XRD requires that a sample be ground into
a fine powder to be analysed, and is prepared by being pressed flat either into a recessed
sample holder or onto a piece of double sided tape on a glass slide. XRD is most useful
in analyzing either crystalline or layered materials. Every crystalline compound has a
unique XRD diffractogram, and XRD is commonly used in the analysis of
pharmaceutical compounds. With polymers, XRD is helpful in understanding the nature
of the polymer, whether it is amorphous or crystalline, and if it is crystalline, to what
degree.
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique that examines either the
absorbance or transmittance of infrared radiation as it passes through a sample. The
energy of infrared radiation corresponds to frequencies that are resonant with the
vibrational modes of molecular bonds.

As infrared light passes through a sample,

specific frequencies of radiation will be absorbed corresponding to the vibrational
energies of the bonds in that sample. As a result, infrared spectroscopy is a useful
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technique for examining the structure of a compound, as it will highlight specific
functional groups and bond types in that compound.68

1.5 – Project Objectives
The purpose of this project is to develop a novel series of highly conjugated
coordination polymers, which will ideally possess conductivity. This will be done by
preparing a novel organic monomer that both possesses a high degree of conjugation,
through the inclusion of aromatic groups and thioethers, and contains two strongly
coordinating terpyridine ligands. This monomer will then be used in a coordination
reaction with iron chloride in order to produce an iron coordination polymer. This iron
coordination polymer will be characterised using several techniques including NMR
spectroscopy and viscometry. Its thermal properties will also be investigated using TGA
and DSC.
The terpyridine based monomer will then be reacted with several other transition
metals to form a coordination polymer series. This series will then be investigated using
NMR spectroscopy as well as EPR spectroscopy. The fluorescent properties of the
polymer series will also be examined.
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2 – Synthesis and Characterization of Iron Coordination Polymer
2.1 – Synthesis of Terpyridine Based Monomer

Figure 9 – Synthesis of disubstituted thiobisbenzenethiol-terpyridine
monomer by an aromatic SRN1 reaction. Compound 3 was prepared
according to literature methods.54

At first glance, the reaction for the synthesis of the bis-terpyridine-substituted
monomer appears quite simple, but while the conditions certainly are, the reasoning
behind these conditions is less so. The synthesis was derived from previously reported
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methods,79 and similar reactions have been reported in the literature.80-82 However, the
actual mechanism of this reaction is rarely discussed in great detail, with most
publications briefly mentioning the type of reaction this is (an aromatic SRN1) and then
referencing earlier papers83-85 without discussing the most notable oddity of this reaction:
the absence of stirring. This pattern continues back to the earliest article reporting the
aromatic SRN1 reaction.86
This earliest publication of the aromatic SRN1 reaction by Bunnett86 discusses the
large range of applications of the newly described reaction based on earlier work in his
lab as well as the investigations of aliphatic radical mediated SN1 reactions by
Kornblum.87 As the name implies, this reaction is a nucleophilic substitution following a
radical chain mechanism with aromatic reactants, one of which must be an aromatic
halide. While many aromatic systems undergoing this mechanism require initiation of
the radical chain reaction by either photostimulation or the addition of solvated electrons
via alkali metals,86 some systems, such as this reaction’s thiophenol and aryl chloride,
will auto initiate.
While these aspects are discussed in detail by Bunnett,86 the explanation as to why
stirring is not only not required but will actually disrupt the reaction is not discussed.
And while the exact reason is not known, it is likely that stirring will actually serve to
quench the radical chain reaction. As the reaction progresses, “pockets of reactivity” are
continually forming in which radicals are being formed and radical chain reactions are
occurring. Stirring serves to disrupt these “pockets,” bringing radicals together, and
thereby terminating the chain reaction prematurely. As a result, the absence of stirring
would be required for the reaction to go to completion in an appropriate length of time.
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2.2 NMR Analysis of Monomer

Figure 10 – 1H NMR spectrum of bis-terpyridine monomer.
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Figure 11 – 1H NMR spectrum of thiobisbenzenethiol.
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Figure 12 – HSQC spectrum of bis-terpyridine monomer.
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Figure 13 – 1H NMR proton assignments for monomer.

The assignments of the 1H NMR signals caused by Ha through He are based upon
previous investigations of terpyridine88 and do not differ significantly from those seen in
the starting material, 4`-chloro-2,2`:6`,2``-terpyridine. The four signals caused by Ha to
Hd appear in the expected locations, and the signal caused by He appears as the expected
singlet with only a slight shift. The signals resulting from Hf and Hg however do see a
significant change from the starting material.
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In the

1

H NMR spectrum of

thiobisbenzenethiol, these two hydrogens appear as two doublets at 7.18 and 7.29 ppm, as
can be seen in Figure 11. Following the reaction with terpyridine, these signals have
shifted further downfield to 7.57 and 7.70 ppm, with the distance between them
increasing, as can be seen in Figure 10. This is due to the fact that the aromatic
terpyridine groups serve to further deshield the thiobisbenzenethiol protons. Even more
apparent is the disappearance of the thiol proton of the unreacted thiobisbenzenethiol as
can be seen in Figure 11 at 5.59 ppm.
The HSQC spectrum of this compound (Figure 12) shows the presence of seven
hydrogens bonded to seven unique carbons as well as the presence of five more
quaternary carbons.

The HSQC spectrum also confirms the assignment of the two

multiplet signals as being caused by overlapping signals.
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2.3 – Synthesis of Iron Coordination Polymer

Figure 14 – Synthesis of iron polymer.

The formation of the iron coordination polymer takes place through the
coordination reaction of one equivalent of the bis-terpyridine-substituted monomer with
one equivalent of iron(II) chloride. The monomer and the coordinated polymer both
suffer from very low solubility in most solvents, and as such, the coordination reaction
occurs in a minimum volume of DMF as determined by adding solvent dropwise until all
reactants have dissolved. The ability for terpyridine to form a coordination complex with
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iron is so great that upon the addition of the first drop of solvent, a dark purple colour is
immediately present. The reaction solution is then stirred for 3 hours under a nitrogen
atmosphere to ensure maximum coordination.
After the reaction is complete, an excess of ammonium hexafluorophosphate is
added to the now deep purple solution. This serves to replace the Fe2+ metal centre’s Clcounter ions with the strongly non-coordinating PF6- anion. The product is then
precipitated by dropwise addition into diethyl ether and isolated via vacuum filtration as a
purple powder.
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2.4 – Characterization of Iron Coordination Polymer
2.4.1 – NMR Analysis of Polymer

Figure 15 – 1H NMR spectrum of iron coordination polymer.
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Figure 16 – HSQC spectrum of iron coordination polymer.
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Figure 17 – 1H NMR spectrum of iron coordination polymer obtained at
extremely low concentrations.

After the coordination reaction forming the polymer, the 1H NMR spectrum
shows a broadening of all of the signals as can be seen in Figure 15. It was first
suspected that this broadening was the result of the polymeric nature of the compound, as
large molecular weight compounds experience a reduction in the speed of tumbling on
the NMR timescale. However, the molecular weight was determined to be approximately
40,000 g/mol using viscometry (Section 2.4.2), and while this still means the
coordination species is a polymer, it is a relatively low molecular weight polymer and
therefore this is not likely to be the reason for the peak broadening. To investigate the
cause for the peak broadening, a 1H NMR spectrum of the iron coordination polymer was
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obtained at extremely low concentrations, as can be seen in Figure 16. For perspective of
the concentration, the spectrum in Figure 16 was obtained from 1024 scans, with the
signals just visible amongst the noise, and yet, while the signals are more defined than
those in Figure 15, they still exhibit peak broadening when compared to the
uncoordinated monomer (Figure 10). This indicates that concentration effects are partly
responsible for the peak broadening, but not entirely.
A major cause of peak broadening in NMR is paramagnetic effects, but EPR
investigation of the iron coordination polymer (Figures 38 and 39) show that there is no
paramagnetic behaviour in the polymer, even at low temperatures. Some of the
broadening effect may be caused by π-stacking interactions between the polymer chains,
but because this is not evident in the spectrum of the pure monomer, it is likely that some
of the peak broadening is due to the compound’s polymeric nature.
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Figure 18 – Stacked 1H NMR plot including monomer (top) and iron
coordination polymer (bottom).

The other significant change between the monomer and polymer spectra is the
change in chemical shift of all of the signals. The five hydrogen atoms on the terpyridine
moiety are all part of the aromatic system coordinating to the metal centre and as such it
is reasonable that they experience a change in electronic environment and therefore
chemical shift. However, the two unique hydrogen atoms on the thiobisbenzenethiol are
6 and 7 bonds removed from the central nitrogen atom coordinating to the metal centre,
and 3 and 4 bonds from the aromatic terpyridine moiety, respectively. Being so far
removed from the metal centre one would expect that the electronic environment of these
hydrogen atoms would not change enough to result in a significant shift in signal, and had
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these aromatic hydrogens been attached to terpyridine with ether instead of thioether
linkages, one would likely be correct. The fact that these two hydrogens experience a
chemical shift suggests that the conjugation extends throughout the entire organic
monomer which is allowed due to the thioether linkages.

2.4.2 – Viscometric Analysis
As the synthesized polymer was not a viable candidate for GPC analysis due to
both its limited solubility and the presence of cationic iron, viscometry was utilized in
order to obtain a rough estimate of the chain length of the coordination polymer.78,89,90
The Ostwald viscometer was first calibrated with a solvent of known viscosity, DMF.
Next, a qualitative measurement was performed by determining the relative viscosity for
concentrated solutions of the coordination polymer, the uncoordinated monomer, and a
polymer of known molecular weight. The times required for a precise volume of each
solution, with equivalent mass concentration, to flow through the viscometer as well as
their calculated relative viscosities (rel) are collected in Table 1. Polyethylene glycol
1000 was chosen as the polymer of known molecular weight, and while it is certainly not
an ideal model for the coordination polymer, its main purpose is to be used as a reference
for the quantitative measurements.
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Table 1 – Flow time and relative viscosities for measured solutions.
Compound

Flow Time (s)

Relative Viscosity

DMF (pure solvent)

87

1

Monomer

95

1.09

Iron Coordination Polymer

179

2.06

PEG 1000

128

1.47

Relative viscosity is so named because the values are relative to that of the pure
solvent being used.78 As such, pure DMF has a relative viscosity of 1 and the three
solutions have viscosities larger than that value. While these values are simply an initial
qualitative investigation, it is interesting to note that with solutions of nearly identical
mass concentration the coordination polymer has a relative viscosity nearly double that of
the monomer, and significantly larger than PEG 1000.
The more useful data derived from viscometry is a quantitative, albeit
approximate, determination of the polymer molecular weight. In order to determine this
value, the intrinsic viscosity ([]) must first be determined.91 It is important to note that
measurements performed with the intent to determine intrinsic viscosity must be
performed at relatively low concentrations. The flow times of a dilution series are used
to determine the relative viscosities of each solution, and the calibration constant of the
viscometer is further used to determine the specific viscosity (sp) for each. The values
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of

ln(𝑟𝑒𝑙 )
𝑐

𝜂𝑠𝑝

and

𝑐

are determined, as can be seen in Table 2, and are then plotted as

functions of the concentration. These plots can be seen in Figures 19 and 20. The
intrinsic viscosity is then determined by extrapolating to the y-intercept, or the point
where the concentration is zero.

Table 2 – Plotted values to determine intrinsic viscosities.
Concentration (mg/mL)

𝐥𝐧(𝒓𝒆𝒍 )
𝒄

𝜼𝒔𝒑
𝒄

Iron Coordination Polymer
4

11.19

11.75

8

10.65

12.13

12

10.46

12.27

PEG 1000
4

5.67

6.103

8

5.593

6.232

12

5.421

6.486
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Figure 19 – Viscosity plots of sp/c (top) and ln(rel)/c (bottom) to determine
the intrinsic viscosity of the iron coordination polymer.
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Figure 20 – Viscosity plots of sp/c (top) and ln(rel)/c (bottom) to determine
the intrinsic viscosity of PEG 1000.

The two different viscosity plots in both Figures 19 and 20 are theoretically
redundant as the intercept for each series should be identical. Both are traditionally
plotted as a means to check the precision of the experimental results, and as the results
differ slightly the average of the two intercepts was used as the intrinsic viscosity of each
polymer which can be seen in Table 3. The intrinsic viscosity is related to the molecular
weight of a polymer through the Mark-Houwink Relationship:78
[𝜂] = 𝐾𝑀𝑎
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(1)

which can be rearranged to:
1

𝑀

[𝜂] 𝑎
=( 𝐾 )

(2)

where [] is the intrinsic viscosity, M is the molecular weight of the polymer, K is the
Mark-Houwink parameter related to the polymer-solvent system, and a is the MarkHouwink parameter that relates to the flexibility and shape of the polymer chain.92
It is at this step where the calculation truly turns into an approximation, as K and
a can only be obtained experimentally and therefore must be estimated for a polymer of
unknown molecular weight. It is also the step where the purpose of the PEG
measurement becomes apparent, as it is a known polymer used to give insight into the
precision of the procedure. As the two Mark-Houwink parameters can only be obtained
experimentally, if they have not already been determined for the specific polymer (which
is impossible for a novel polymer with an unknown molecular weight) and the specific
polymer-solvent system, K and a cannot be known. Instead they must be approximated
using known parameter values from similar polymers and polymer-solvent systems.93
Using these approximated values and equation 2, the molecular weights of the iron
coordination polymer and PEG 1000 were calculated and can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3 – Calculated intrinsic viscosities and molecular weights.
Polymer

Intrinsic Viscosity []

Molecular Weight (g/mol)

Iron coordination polymer

11.514

38320

PEG 1000

5.851

858.8

As can be seen in Table 3, the molecular weight of PEG 1000 was determined to
be 858.8 g/mol, which is an underestimation, but within 15% of the correct value. Using
the same method, the iron coordination polymer was determined to have a molecular
weight of nearly 40,000 g/mol. Using this value and the molecular weight of 1058.68
g/mol for the monomeric unit, it can be estimated that the polymer chains are comprised
of, on average, 36 subunits.
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2.4.3 – Thermal Analysis of Polymer

Figure 21 – Thermogram of iron polymer in air.

The thermogram of the iron coordination polymer (Figure 21) was obtained using
high resolution TGA under an air atmosphere. High resolution TGA is obtained by
heating the sample at a much higher rate than conventional TGA, but the rate is not
constant. In high resolution TGA, the heating rate is quite high, as much as 50°C per
minute, but when a mass loss is detected the heating rate is decreased until the mass loss
event ends. As a result, high resolution TGA can be performed quicker, and as the name
implies, yields a higher resolution thermogram than conventional TGA.
The iron coordination polymer experiences four decompositions, with the final
one occurring just below 500°C. The first decomposition up to 200°C is a result of the
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loss of moisture adsorbed onto the polymer as well the loss of any residual solvent. The
second gradual decomposition, from 200°C to 450°, and the third decomposition, at
450°C, are a result of the loss of the first and then second hexafluorophosphate
counterions. This occurs in two steps due to the increased attraction of the second, lone
anion to the cationic iron centre. Assuming that the first decomposition is the loss of
solvent and moisture, the second and third decompositions account for a loss of 25.8% of
the mass of the actual polymer, which agrees well with the fact that the
hexafluorophosphate anions account for 27.4% of the mass of each monomeric unit of the
polymer.
The final mass loss is a result of the decomposition of organic bis-terpyridine
monomeric unit of the polymer. This organic monomer accounts for 67.3% of the mass
of the polymer, and agrees reasonably well with this loss, which is 61.0% of the polymer
mass loss when correcting for the first decomposition. The remaining mass is likely
caused by the presence of non-volatile iron oxides, which agrees with the percentage of
the polymer’s mass that is due to the coordinated iron atoms.
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Figure 22 – Differential scanning calorimetry plot of iron coordination
polymer, full heat-cool-heat cycle.
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Figure 23 – Differential scanning calorimetry plot of iron coordination
polymer highlighting the glass transition point. Top two curves represent
heating cycle, bottom curve represents cooling cycle.

Differential scanning calorimetry is used to identify thermal events in the sample
material, and as such is often carried out in a heat-cool-heat cycle, as can be seen in
Figure 22. This doubling of the heating cycle is performed in order to confirm
reversibility of any detected thermal events.
It is practically impossible to identify the glass transition point in the full DSC
plot, Figure 22, but when focused on the area of interest, the event is visible. In order to
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obtain a better defined DSC plot featuring the glass transition point, a heat-cool-heat
experiment was run centred on this point from -46 °C to -34 °C with a reduced heating
and cooling rate, as shown in Figure 23. As a result, the glass transition point of the iron
coordination polymer was determined to be -37.86 °C. Below this temperature the
polymer exists as a brittle, glass-like material, and above the temperature it is amorphous.

2.4.4 – Conductivity Analysis of Polymer
The iron coordination polymer is made up of terpyridine-iron coordination
complexes as well as a backbone containing alternating sulphur and phenyl groups.
Organometallic terpyridine complexes are known to exhibit charge transfer
behaviour,94,95 and the thioether linked phenyl groups in the backbone provided an
extended conjugation system.

As such, it was expected that the iron coordination

polymer would exhibit conductivity. Further support for this hypothesis is provided in
the 1H NMR spectrum of the polymer, as even signals distant to the coordination site are
affected by the coordination of iron, implying that there is a long range change to the
electronic environment resulting from extended conjugation.

Unfortunately, the

coordination polymer did not display conductive properties.
It is however possible that the polymer could become conductive if an appropriate
method of doping were discovered. The iron coordination centre, and therefore the
stability of the polymer, is sensitive to oxidation and reduction. As a result, the doping
process was limited to more gentle doping methods, which may have been insufficient to
narrow the band gap appropriately. The first method of doping attempted was the doping
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of the polymer in the solution phase with low concentrations of iron(III) chloride. The
second method involved exposing the polymer in the solid phase to iodine vapours.96
This method was carried out in an iodine chamber, with solid iodine allowed to sublime
to the gas phase.97 The polymer was exposed to this iodine vapour both as a pressed
pellet in an attempt to surface dope the bulk material and as a powder that was later
turned into a pressed pellet with a hydraulic press.
Conductivity measurements of the polymer using a pressed pellet were performed
using both the Van der Pauw method and the co-linear four point probe method. Both
techniques showed no conductivity for the polymer, implying that the polymer is either
nonconductive or conductive to a magnitude lower than the detection limit of the
instruments used.
As mentioned, the polymer could still be potentially conductive under appropriate
doping conditions. Future work should be done to determine a gentle, yet effective
technique to dope the polymer. Conversely, it is possible that the monomer could be
oxidized or reduced using more aggressive techniques prior to polymerization, resulting
in an already doped polymer.
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2.4.5 – Other Characterization Techniques

Figure 24 – Diffractogram of iron coordination polymer.

One of the most important properties powder XRD can determine is the
crystallinity of a sample, and in cases where it can be compared to library data, this can
be used to identify compounds. If a compound is only partially crystalline, powder XRD
can help to determine the extent of the compound’s crystallinity. In the case of the iron
coordination polymer this extent is minimal. This is not a problem, and in fact is similar
to the nature of many types of polymers. It is simply the case that the coordination
polymer exists as an amorphous compound.

This can be determined from the

diffractogram of the coordination polymer, as can be seen in Figure 24. Crystalline
materials display sharp, highly intense signals in a diffractogram, while amorphous
materials lack these signals, and only display a broad, shallow signal. As can be seen in
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Figure 24, the coordination polymer matches with the second description, and it can be
concluded that it is an amorphous material.

Figure 25 – IR spectrum of iron coordination polymer.
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Figure 26 – IR spectrum of bis-terpyridine monomer.

The IR spectrum of the iron coordination polymer (Figure 25) displays a large
amount of detail about its structure.

Aromatic C-H stretches caused by both the

terpyridine and phenyl hydrogens can be seen at 3085 cm-1. The signals between 1599
cm-1 and 1394 cm-1 correspond to the stretching of the aromatic carbon-carbon and
carbon-nitrogen bonds in the pyridyl and phenyl groups of the monomer subunit of the
polymer. When compared to the IR spectrum of the monomer, which can be seen in
Figure 26, the signals have shifted to higher energies, which is what occurs in iron(II)
pyridine coordination complexes.98 The medium intensity bands at 1099 and 1010 cm-1
in Figure 25 correspond to the characteristic 1,4-disubstitution pattern of mononuclear
aromatics, and are caused by the phenyl rings in the centre of the organic moiety. The
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strong intensity bands present at 829 and 785 cm-1 in the spectrum of the iron
coordination polymer are a result of the stretching of the fluorine-phosphorous bonds in
the hexafluorophosphate counterion of the coordination polymer,99 and are not present in
the spectrum of the monomer.
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3 – Synthesis and Characterization of Polymer Series
3.1 – Synthesis of Polymer Series

Figure 27 – Synthesis of polymer series.

The polymer series is prepared by a reaction similar to that of the iron polymer,
with the exception of the ruthenium polymer, and is modified from literature
procedures100 as can be seen in Figure 27.

One equivalent of the bis-terpyridine-

substituted monomer is reacted with one equivalent of the appropriate metal acetate and
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stirred at 80°C under a nitrogen atmosphere. The coordination reaction does not occur as
readily with other transition metals as it does with iron, and it is for this reason that the
reactions are heated and some occur over a longer period of time. As with the iron
polymer, ammonium hexafluorophosphate is then added to replace the Cl- counter ions
with PF6- anions. The solutions are then precipitated dropwise into diethyl ether and
collected via vacuum filtration.
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Figure 28 – Synthesis of the ruthenium polymer.

Preparation of the ruthenium polymer deviates even further from that of the iron
polymer and is modified from literature procedures101 as can be seen in Figure 28. One
equivalent of the bis-terpyridine-substituted monomer is reacted with two equivalents of
RuCl3 at 80°C for 4 hours under a nitrogen atmosphere to afford a stable trichloro
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ruthenium coordination complex that does not readily undergo coordination of a second
terpyridine ligand. A second equivalent of the monomer is then added along with three
drops of 4-ethylmorpholine to reduce the ruthenium, followed by the coordination of the
second terpyridine ligand. The reaction solution is stirred for an additional 4 hours at
80°C under a nitrogen atmosphere and the resulting red solution is treated with
ammonium hexafluorophosphate and the product collected by precipitation and filtration.
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3.2 – Characterization of Polymer Series
3.2.1 – NMR Analysis of Polymer Series

Figure 29 – 1H NMR spectrum of nickel coordination polymer.
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Figure 30 – 1H NMR spectrum of zinc coordination polymer.

Figure 31 – 1H NMR spectrum of ruthenium coordination polymer.
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Figure 32 – 1H NMR spectrum of cobalt coordination polymer

Figure 33 – 1H NMR spectrum of copper coordination polymer.
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The proton NMR spectra of the compounds in the coordination polymer series
were obtained and can be seen in Figures 29 through 33. While the spectra for the nickel,
zinc, and ruthenium polymers show the expected signal broadening caused by
polymerization, the spectra for the copper and cobalt polymers contain very few signals.
This was, however, also expected and is a result of the paramagnetic nature of these two
compounds. The cobalt centre exists as a Co2+ species with seven d-electrons, and the
copper centre exists as a Cu2+ species with nine d-electrons. As a result, both possess an
unpaired electron, resulting in their paramagnetic nature. Paramagnetic compounds have
characteristically wide chemical shift ranges and experience signal broadening. As a
result, the appearance of the spectra in Figures 32 and 33 are not unexpected.

3.2.2 – Fluorescence Analysis
Terpyridine is known to exhibit fluorescent behaviour, and as such several sample
compounds from the polymer series were analysed via fluorimetry in a solution of DMF.
The monomer, which contains two terpyridine groups joined with a conjugated organic
linker was expected to exhibit a relatively high degree of fluorescence, while most of the
polymers would display reduced fluorescence. This is due to the fact that the polymers
are formed by the conjugation of terpyridine to various cationic transition metals which
results in quenching of the fluorescence. The zinc containing polymer was expected to
be an exception to this as the Zn2+ coordination centre is a d10 system and should
therefore not cause any, or at least a very small degree of, fluorescent quenching. As a
result, the zinc containing polymer was expected to display a degree of fluorescence
similar to that of the monomer. As can be seen in Figure 34, this was not the case.
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Figure 34 – Fluorescence plots of several sample polymers solutions with
similar absorbances.

As anticipated, the monomer proved to be fluorescent, although perhaps not to the
degree expected when compared to other examples of fluorescent terpyridine
compounds.102,103 The results for the iron and nickel polymer were also as expected, with
both displaying a reduced fluorescence as a result of fluorescent quenching. On the other
hand, the results for the zinc polymer were both unexpected and exciting. As can be seen
in Figure 34, the zinc polymer displayed a large degree of fluorescent enhancement, with
its intensity being approximately five times that of the monomer alone.
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Figure 35 – Solvent effect investigation of zinc polymer.

The effects of different solvents on the zinc coordination polymer were then
investigated, and can be seen in Figure 35. The plots for the polymer in DMF and
acetonitrile were very similar, while the plot of the polymer in DMSO varied
significantly. This is expected, and is a result of the increased polarity of DMSO as
compared to DMF and acetonitrile.

The dielectric constant of a solvent is a good

approximation of the relative polarity of that solvent, and the dielectric constants of the
three solvents used are shown in Table 4. As can be seen, DMF and acetonitrile have a
very similar dielectric constant, while that of DMSO differs significantly.
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Table 4 – Dielectric constants and wavelengths of maximum fluorescence for
the three solvents.104
Dielectric Constant ()

max (nm)

Acetonitrile

36.64

578

DMF

38.25

571

DMSO

47.24

495

Solvent

The observed change in the fluorescence spectrum is a direct result of the effect
that a solvent has on the energy gap between the excited and ground electronic state of
the molecule. Solvents of increasing polarity cause an increase in this energy gap, and as
a result the electronic relaxation will result in the fluorescent release of a higher energy
photon. As can be seen in Table 4, DMSO has a larger dielectric constant than the two
other solvents and is therefore more polar. As a result, the polymer in DMSO releases a
higher energy photon via fluorescence, which can be observed as the blue shift of the
fluorescent spectrum in DMSO as seen in Figure 35. The opposite of this is usually the
case however, with an increase in solvent polarity resulting in a red shifted spectrum.
The fact that this spectrum displays a blue shift implies that the molecule’s ground state
is more polar than the excited state. Another interesting feature in this plot is the change
in shape of the spectrum of the polymer in DMSO, although the cause of this is not clear.
In order for the fluorescent quantum yield for the zinc containing polymer to be
determined using equation 3, absorbance and fluorescence measurements were taken for
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the polymer in three different solvents as well as a reference standard, 9,10diphenylanthracene in cyclohexane. These four fluorescence plots can be seen in Figures
36 and 37.
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Figure 36 – Fluorescence plots for quantum yield calculations at full
intensity.
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Figure 37 – Fluorescence plots for quantum yield calculations scaled to
intensity of polymer.

The absorbance of each system was recorded at the excitation wavelength, 350
nm and the integrated area under the fluorescence curves was also obtained for each
system with the removal of a solvent blank similarly applied. These values can be seen
in Table 5.
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Table 5 – Values for quantum yield calculations.
Solvent

Fluorescence
(integrated area)

Absorbance

Refractive Index105

Diphenyl Anthracene (standard)
Cyclohexane

87039314

.098438

1.4235

Zinc Polymer
Acetonitrile

901617.2

.260389

1.3442

DMF

1091659.2

.376678

1.4305

1150096

.430216

1.4793

DMSO

These values were then applied to equation 3,
𝑭

𝑨

𝒏

𝟐

𝝓𝑭,𝑺  =  𝝓𝑭,𝑹 𝒙 (𝑭 𝑺 ) 𝒙 ( 𝑨𝑹) 𝒙 (𝒏 𝑺 )
𝑹

𝑺

𝑹

(3)

where ϕF,S is the fluorescent quantum yield of the solution, ϕF,R is the fluorescent
quantum yield of the reference, FS is the fluorescence of the solvent, FR is the
fluorescence of the reference, AR is the absorbance of the reference, AS is the absorbance
of the solution, nS is the refractive index of the solution solvent, and nR is the refractive
index of the reference solvent. The fluorescent quantum yield values for the three solvent
systems were then obtained and these values are tabulated in table 6. As can be seen, the
quantum yields were relatively low, which is not unexpected when comparing the three
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polymer plots with that of the reference standard, as can be seen in Figures 36 and 37.
The quantum yield of the polymer was nearly identical in the three different solvents,
with only a slight variation seen in the acetonitrile system.

Table 6 – Calculated values of quantum yield.
Solvent

Quantum Yield (ϕF,S)

Acetonitrile

3.5 x 10-3

DMF

3.3 x 10-3

DMSO

3.3 x 10-3
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3.2.3 – Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Analysis.
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Figure 38 – EPR spectrum of iron coordination polymer obtained at room
temperature.
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Figure 39 – EPR spectrum of iron coordination polymer obtained at 77 K.
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Figure 40 – EPR spectrum of copper coordination polymer obtained at room
temperature, multiple scan average.
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Figure 41 – EPR spectrum of empty quartz tube obtained at room
temperature, multiple scan average.
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Figure 42 – EPR spectrum of copper coordination polymer obtained at room
temperature.
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Figure 43 – EPR spectrum of copper coordination polymer obtained at 77 K.

The EPR spectrum of the iron coordination polymers can be seen in Figure 38,
and as expected do not display any signals. This is because the metal centre of this
compound possesses six electrons, and as a result contains no unpaired electrons. The
EPR spectrum of the copper coordination polymer however is much more interesting.
The copper centre of copper coordination polymer is a d9 complex, and therefore
contains an unpaired electron. This unpaired electron results in a significant EPR signal,
and its effect can also be seen in the 1H NMR spectrum of the polymer (Figure 33). The
EPR spectra of the copper coordination polymer can be seen in Figures 40 and 42, which
display an intensity plot averaged over many scans and a single scan, respectively. It
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must be noted however, that the averaged spectrum, Figure 40, displays signals not
caused by the copper coordination polymer. This is due to the fact that the large, broad
peak from 2000 to 3000 G is actually the result of a signal caused by the quartz tube in
which the sample was measured, as can be seen in Figure 41.
The signal seen in Figure 42 shows the characteristic spectrum caused by a
compound with a rhombic magnetic moment.70

This is expected, as octahedral

compounds experience a rhombic distortion of the magnetic moment.106 The interaction
with a magnetic nucleus experienced by an electron in a radical compound is generally
much lower than that of the heavier nuclei in paramagnetic transition metal complexes,
and not present in EPR spectra. Because this complex is a paramagnetic transition metal,
it would be expected that signals caused by the nuclear hyperfine coupling of the electron
with the copper nucleus would be present. More specifically, because both 63Cu and 65Cu
possess a spin of 3/2, it would be expected that a “quartet” signal of low intensity would
be present.71 Unfortunately, this signal would occur before the main signal at 3300G, and
as a result is obscured by the interference caused by the quartz tube.
EPR spectra of both the iron and copper coordination polymers were also
obtained at 77 K, and can be seen in Figures 39 and 43, respectively.

The iron

coordination polymer displays no change and still shows no paramagnetic behaviour at
low temperatures, as expected. The copper coordination polymer, however, does display
a difference at low temperatures with the intensity of the signal increasing by nearly an
order of magnitude and an increase in the splitting of the signal. This is expected for a
low temperature EPR spectrum as the decreased temperature causes an increase in the
population electrons occupying the lower energy magnetic moment.
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4 - Experimental
4.1 – Materials
All reagents and solvents were obtained from Sigma Aldrich or Fisher and used
without further purification.

4.2 – Instrumentation
NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance 300 NMR using Topspin
1.3 software. IR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Alpha-p FTIR. Data used for
fluorescence analysis was obtained on a Varian Cary 50 Bio Absorbance spectrometer
and a Horiba Scientific PTI QM-400 fluorimeter. XRD measurements were performed
on a Bruker axs D8 Advance instrument and EPR experiments were performed on an
Active Spectrum Micro ESR. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on a TA
Instruments TGA Q500 and differential scanning calorimetry was performed on a TA
Instruments DSC Q100.

4.3 – Synthesis
4.3.1 – 1,5-Bis(2`-pyridyl)pentane-1,3,5-trione (1)54
Sodium hydride (60% dispersion in mineral oil, 5.03 g, 125 mmol) in 1,2dimethoxy ethane (50 mL) was stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere. To this suspension
was added a solution of acetone (1.82 mL, 25 mmol) and ethyl-2-picolinate (10.09 mL,
75 mmol) in 1,2-dimethoxy ethane (50mL). This mixture was allowed to stir at room
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temperature until a violent reaction occurred resulting in a bright orange suspension
(variable time). This suspension was then heated to reflux for 6 hours and the solvent was
then removed in vacuo yielding a brown paste. Water (100 mL) was added to this paste,
and the resulting orange solution was filtered through Celite. Hydrochloric acid (1 M)
was added dropwise to adjust the pH to 7, yielding a yellow precipitate which was
collected by vacuum filtration. The product was then dissolved in chloroform and dried
over magnesium sulphate. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the product was
obtained as a flaky, yellow solid (1) (4.33 g, 63.1%). The 1H NMR spectrum was
identical to those reported in the literature.54
4.3.2 – 4`-Hydroxy-2,2`:6`,2``-terpyridine (2)54
Compound 1 (2.09 g, 8 mmol) and ammonium acetate (4.4 g, excess) were
dissolved in ethanol (50 mL), resulting in a dark brown solution which was then heated to
reflux for 6 hours. Solvent was removed in vacuo to reduce the solution to half volume,
and the solution was then cooled in a refrigerator for 18 hours. The resulting precipitate
was then collected by vacuum filtration and dried, yielding an off-white, crystalline
product (2) (1.21 g, 58.4%). The 1H NMR spectrum was identical to those reported in the
literature.
4.3.3 – 4`-Chloro-2,2`:6`,2``-terpyridine (3)54
Compound 2 (1.0 g, 4 mmol) and phosphorous pentachloride (2.11 g, 10 mmol)
were dissolved in phosphorous oxychloride (50 mL) and the resulting solution was heated
to reflux for 12 hours. The solvent was then cautiously removed in vacuo and the
resulting solid was dissolved in water (50 mL). This yielded an extremely acidic solution
which was then made basic by the addition of solid potassium hydroxide which caused
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the formation of a white precipitate. This precipitate was extracted with chloroform (3 ×
15 mL) and dried over magnesium sulphate. The solvent was then removed in vacuo and
the product was obtained as a light grey solid (3) (0.67 g, 62.1 %). The 1H NMR
spectrum was identical to those reported in the literature.54
4.3.4 – Disubstituted thiobisbenzenethiol-terpyridine monomer (4)
Compound 3 (0.43 g, 1.6 mmol) and thiobisbenzenethiol (0.20 g 0.8 mmol) were
dissolved in dimethylformamide (20 mL) and stirred under nitrogen atmosphere for 10
minutes. After this, the solution was allowed to sit without stirring under a constant flow
of nitrogen for 24 hours. The solution was then precipitated by dropwise addition into
diethyl ether (400 mL) and the resulting bright yellow precipitate was collected by
vacuum filtration yielding the product as a yellow-brown solid (4) (0.45 g, 78.8%).

1

H

NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) 8.69 (m, 8H), 8.20 (s, 4H), 8.10 (ddd, J = 7.8, 1.6
Hz, 4H), 7.70 (d, 4H), 7.58 – 7.52 (m, 4H).

13

C NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm)

154.0, 153.1, 151.5, 148.4, 139.0, 136.5, 135.5, 132.2, 128.5, 125.2, 121.8, 118.3. HSQC
(DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) 8.69 ⟷ 148.4, 8.69 ⟷ 121.8, 8.20 ⟷ 118.3, 8.10 ⟷ 139.0, 7.70
⟷ 135.5, 7.55 ⟷ 132.3, 7.55 ⟷ 125.2.
4.3.5 – Iron Polymer (5)
Compound 4 (0.051 g, 0.07 mmol) and FeCl2 (0.009 g, 0.07 mmol) were
dissolved in a minimum amount of dimethylformamide (approximately 1.5 mL) resulting
in the instantaneous formation of a vibrant, deep purple solution. This solution was
stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere for 3 hours after which an excess of ammonium
hexafluorophosphate (0.05 g, 0.28 mmol) was added. The solution was then precipitated
by dropwise addition into diethyl ether (300 mL) and cooled in a freezer. The bright
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purple precipitate was then collected by vacuum filtration yielding the product as a dark
purple powder (0.059 g, 69.6%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) 9.03 (s), 8.66
(s), 7.92 (s), 7.83 (s), 7.68 (s), 7.14 (s), 6.98 (s).
4.3.6 – Cobalt Polymer (6)
Compound 4 (0.02 g, 0.028 mmol) and Co(OAc)2 ·4 H2O (0.007 g, 0.028 mmol)
were dissolved in a minimum amount of dimethylformamide (approximately 1 mL) and
were then heated to 80°C and stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere for 3 hours resulting in
a brilliant turquoise solution. An excess of ammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.018 g,
0.11 mmol) was then added and the solution was precipitated by dropwise addition into
diethyl ether (400 mL) and the precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration yielding a
light turquoise powder (0.015 g, 53.2%).
4.3.7 – Nickel Polymer (7)
Compound 4 (0.02 g, 0.028mmol) and Ni(OAc)2 · 4 H2O (0.007 g, 0.028 mmol)
were dissolved in a minimum amount of dimethylformamide (approximately 1 mL) and
were then heated to 80°C and stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere for 12 hours resulting
in an olive green solution. An excess of ammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.018 g, 0.11
mmol) was then added and the solution was precipitated by dropwise addition into
diethyl ether (400 mL) and the precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration yielding a
light green powder (0.012 g, 42.3%).
4.3.8 – Zinc Polymer (8)
Compound 4 (0.02 g, 0.028 mmol) and Zn(OAc)2 (0.0051 g, 0.028 mmol) were
dissolved in a minimum amount of dimethylformamide (approximately 1 mL) and were
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then heated to 80°C for 12 hours. An excess of ammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.018
g, 0.11 mmol) was then added and the solution was precipitated by dropwise addition into
diethyl ether (400 mL) and the precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration yielding a
pale yellow powder (0.016 g, 57.4%).
4.3.9 – Copper Polymer (9)
Compound 4 (0.02 g, 0.028 mmol) and Cu(OAc)2 · 1 H2O (0.0056 g, 0.028
mmol) were dissolved in a minimum amount of dimethylformamide (approximately 1
mL) and were heated to 80°C for 12 hours.

An excess of ammonium

hexafluorophosphate (0.018 g, 0.11 mmol) was then added and the solution was
precipitated by dropwise addition into diethyl ether (400 mL) and the precipitate was
collected by vacuum filtration yielding a pastel green powder (0.013 g, 46.8%).
4.3.10 – Ruthenium Polymer (10)
Compound 4 (0.015 g, 0.02 mmol) and RuCl3 (0.0087 g, 0.04 mmol) were
dissolved in a minimum amount of dimethylformamide (approximately 1 mL) and were
then heated at 80°C for 4 hours. A second equivalent of compound 4 (0.015 g, 0.02
mmol) and three drops of 4-ethylmorpholine were then added and the solution was heated
at 80°C for another 4 hours. An excess of ammonium hexafluorophosphate (0.027 g,
0.17 mmol) was then added and the solution was precipitated by dropwise addition into
diethyl ether (400 mL) and the precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration yielding the
product as a deep red powder (0.021 g, 45.2%).
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5 – Conclusions and Future Work
A novel, bis-terpyridine ligand was synthesized, and from this a novel, highly
conjugated iron coordination polymer was prepared. This deep purple compound was
characterized using NMR spectroscopy, and its thermal properties were examined using
TGA and DSC. It was unfortunately not a viable candidate for GPC, and its molecular
weight was instead determined using viscometry measurements. This molecular weight
is estimated to be approximately 40,000 g/mol, corresponding to a chain length of
approximately 36 monomeric units. The polymer was unfortunately not found to exhibit
conductive properties resulting from the doping techniques performed.
The terpyridine monomer was then used to prepare a series of coordination
polymers from several transition metals, including nickel, zinc, cobalt, copper, and
ruthenium.

These polymers were analysed using 1H NMR spectroscopy and EPR

spectroscopy. They were also examined using fluorescence spectroscopy, and it was
found that the zinc coordination polymer exhibited a fluorescence enhancement of
approximately five times the intensity over the monomer, while the other polymers
analysed displayed the expected fluorescent quenching.

The solvent effects on the

fluorescence of the zinc coordination polymer were examined, and the polymer was
determined to have a fluorescent quantum yield of 3.3 x 10-3.
One important focus of future work will be attempts to find an appropriate doping
method in order to produce conductivity in the iron coordination polymer. This may be
performed through trials of other gentle doping techniques or through more aggressive
doping techniques on the monomer before polymerization.
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Extensive characterization should also be performed on the remaining polymers in
the transition metal coordination series. This may include thermal analysis such as TGA
and DSC as well as viscometric measurements in order to estimate the molecular weights
of the polymers.
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